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Ile Center's mission is to improve teaching in American schools.

Too many teachers still employ a didactic style aimed at filling passive

students with facts. The teacher's environment often prevents him from

changing his style, and may indeed drive him out of the profession.

And the children of the poor typically suffer from the worst teaching.

The Center uses the resources of the behavioral sciences in pur-

,suing its objectives. Drawing primarily upon pstichology and sociology,

but also ,upon other behavioral science disciplines, the Center has formu-

lated programs of research, development, demonstration, and dissemination

in three areas:, Program 1, Teaching Effectiveness, is now developing a

Model Teacher Training System that can be used to train both beginning

and experienced teachers in effective teaching skills. Program 2, The

Environment for Teachins) is developing models of school organization

and ways of evaluating teachers that will encourage teachers to become

more professional and more committed. Progiam 3, Teaching Students from

Low-Income Areas) is developing materials and procedures for motivating

both students and teachers in low-income schools.

This memorandum examines the frequency and types of errors (devia-

tions from standard English) that occur in speech samples elicited from

Me.xican-American children in two low-incoe area schools, one bilingual

and one monolingual. The purposes of the report are to detect Possible

differences in the"profici,ncy in English produced by tbe different

school environments and to furnish basic information for the construction

of English proficiency tests for Mexican-American pupils.
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Speech samples were obtained from Mexican-American children who at-

tended a monolingual school (N 61) and Mexican-American children who

attended a bilingual school (IN = 59) in the same school district. The

1111ildre), were asked to tell the story of a silent movie they had watched

immediately before being interviewed. Their answers were recorded on

tape and transcribed.
Deviations from standard English, wereg,counted' and

categorized. The main findings of the study were (a) that the causes of

deviations from standard English appeared to include the expected
inter'

ference of Spanish as well as the improper, application of standard English

rules and the influence of nonstandard English dialects, and (b) that

children in the bilingual school did not differ significantly from those

in the mnolingual school with respect to frequency of deviations from

standard English.



AN ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE SPOKEN ENGLISH OF MEXICAN-AMERICAN PUPILS

IN A:BILINGUAL SCHOOL. AND A. MONOLINGUAL: SCHOOL

Robert L. Politzer and Arnulfo G. Ramirez

This study was undertaken for threedistinct but related purposes.

Among many investigators there is at present a general interest in

analyzing language errors made by pupils in the process of second-

language acquisition (e.g., see George, 1972; Richards, 1971a). In part

this recent interest is the result: of attempts to prove or disprove

(Whitman 41acksOn,':1972; Richards 1971b) the hYpotheses that interfer

ence from the mother tongue is the major source of error in foreign-

language learning and that errors are a valuable source of information

about the learning process (see Tucker & d'Anglejan 1971, pp. 168ff).

In part, too, it is the result of a reevaluation of the role of errors

in language acquisition--a reevaluation that interprets errors es a step

in the learning process rather than an evil to be avoided at all costs

(see, e.g., Corder, 1967; Wardhaugh, 1970). The present study's first

purpose was to furnish data that may prove useful it further language-

error analyses and studies of the causes of errors in language acquisition

by presenting the errors made by Mexican-American children in the process

of learning English.

'There is comparatively,little information available concerning the

errors made by Mexican-American

English.
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only on

Very

Gonzalez

children during the acquisition of

few studies have reported or analyzed these errors (Lance,

are based

1969), and some of the pedagogical materials dealing with
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Ha monolingual (English) schOol environment, Thethird purpose of this

study was to determine whether,bilingual or monolingual schboling affects,

the number and/Or-the 'patterning of arrors.1

Subjects

The subjects whose language was analyzed in this study came from

two elementary schools, Garfield and Aoover. The children from Garfield

were (and had been) in a bilingual program; those from Hoover' were in a

monolingual (English) program: The general comparability of the Hoover

and Garfield groups with respect to various factors (place of origin,

general socioeconor5%! background) had been established by the internal

evaluator of the bilingual program, who used the two schools for com-

parison in measuring the bilingual program's effectiveness by various

criteria (see Cohen, 1971).
se

The subjects used in this study were distributed as follows:

Bilingual School

Male Female Ttal

10 13Kindergarten

Monolingual School.

Male Female :Total

17

9 7 16First year.

Second year

Third year*

10

10

10

.4

7

14

17

15

59

15

13

61

Notethat "third year" rather than ."third grade" is used as a basis,
of .classification: children who had been in school-for three years
past kindergarten but had been retained in the second grade were
included in this category.

1
Arnulfo Ramirez is studying the language sample used in this inves-

tigation to determine whether bilingual or monolingual schooling affected
the number or the complexity of the constructions used by the subjects.



. Procedures

The children were shown an eight-minute animated cartoon of Aesop's

fable "The Ant and the Dove." The film was shown with the sound turned

off, so that the narrator's language could not influence the responses

elicited from the children. The children viewed the film in groups of

four at a time. Immediately after seeing the film, each child was

privately asked to tell the story and to answer questions related to it

(see Appendix A) . The children's oral responses were recorded on tape.

The.children's responses were then transcribed. The transcriptions

were made into regular English orthography rather than phonetic script

because phonetic analysis was not one of the aims of this investigation.

Moreover, the recordings did not have sufficient fidelity to be used as

a basis for phonetic/phonological analysis.

Methods of Analysis

The purposes of this study required two complementary methods of

analysis: (a) a description and categorization of the errors, and (b)

a statistical presentation of their relative frequency in oraer to deter-

mine differences due to independent variables such as grade, sex, and

type of schooling (bilingual vs. monolingual).

The errors were categorized as an aid in presenting data rather

to create a basis for extensive speculation concerning the sourcesthan

of the errors. For this reason they were categorized.along fairly

traditional lines into errors in morphology, syntax and vocabulary.

(Owing to the insufficient fidelity . the recordings, no attempt was

made to include phonology in the analysis.), The three main categories

were further subdivided accordin g to different parts of speech or parts

of the sentence. Except in the case of vocabulary errors, therefore,

the categorization used was not based on any assumptions about the causes

of errors, but was purely descriptie. Vocabulary-errors were divided,into

errors presumably caused by confusion within English, confusion of Spanish

and English, and so on The children making the errors were categorized

according,to type Of .program monolingual-M, or bilingual-B). and year in

school (1(4 1 2, or.3).



Statistical comparisons of frequency were based on two mefkiiods:

(n) within the two most frequent categories of errors (incorrect usage

of simple past tense, incorrect usage of prepositions), comparisons were

made in terms of percentage of correct usage; (b) overai,4 comparisons of

the frequency of all errors were made in terms of number of errors per

number of words.

Results

The errors were categorized as follows.

Morphology

Indefinite article incorrect.

A Used 'fOr an before vowels: A ant (132). This was a fairly fre-

quenterrot (12 instances, see Appendix B).-

:The

(B -2).

reverse phenoMenOn, an for a occurred once: an little ant

The man feet (for the man's feet,: B-1), the man leg (M -K), the snail

part ':(M-1) In one instance the possessive was formed With the wrong

noun: Mother's Linda for Linda's mother) came .(.1-K)

Third- person Singular, verb incorrect.

The failure to attach thenecesSarys was a fairly f$quent error

(26:instandeS,'see Appik-idix B): The: bird'helpthe man He .4a

walking (B-K), He get out of the water (M-K), etc.

The' reverse phenomenon--the 'wrong attachment of

The apple fall downs (B-1) He gots a lot of rabbits (M-2).

occurred:

4. Simple past tense incorrect.

This turned out to be the' most frequent of all the errors (see the

section "Some Statistical Comparisons" below), undoubtedly because the

task of telling the story inevitably involved the use of a large number of

verbs in the past tense. Both regular and irregular past tenses were

affected in large numbers.



(a) Regular past tense. Omission of -ed: The bird hesaVe

him (B-1), He want to kill:him (B-1),. etc. A hunter came and watch

(B-2), etc.

The reverse phenomenon or' hypercOrrectiOn of adding ed to a:..past

already formedwith ed occurred once: He caileded ikzldad/ .(1273).

(b) Irregular past tense. Both the regularization" by adding

-ed and the substitution of the simple non-past ("present") occurred with

great frequency: He fall, in the water (B-K), He came and bring it in tha

house (B-1), He sting him (B-1), He throwed him (B-2), He hurted him (M-3),

He putted the cookie there (M-3).

In two instances a past participle appears to have been substi-

tuted for a past: I been near to him (M-2) He gone (for he went) home

._(14-K) (These two errors, of 'course could also be .listed. as :-_frOtS in

syntax or vocabulary. )

5 Past participle incorrect.

Omission of -ed: He was call (B-4), He'

Comparative "adjective /adverb inCorrect'

There is one example of the use of more + er morpheme to fOrm the

comparative; Helot'uE:more higher (M-1) .

Syntax:

. Noun phrase.

(a) Determiners. The omission of the artic2e (definite or

indefinite) was one of the more frequent errors (24 instances in all,

see Appendix : He no in in hole (B-K) He bring it in house (B-1)

Man wanted to shoot (M-K) , Putting leaf on the water (B-2), The ant came

back to grass (M-3)

The definite article was often substituted for the possessive

pronoun: He fall down on the head (B-2), The ant pinched him the leg (B-2

The apple fall onto the head (B-1) He IT on the feet (M-K).

There was one instance of the use of possessive with the article:

He put it in the his room (B=1) ; and one instance of the, use of the wrong

possessive: The little boy hurt its (for his) leg (M-K) .



(b) Nominalization. There were several instances' of nominal-

izations in which the simple verb rather than the ing form was used:
.12x. .to cook it (for cooking it) (M-1), instead of kill birds (M-2).

In some instances the preposition bi was omitted: The dove

helped him putting (instead of putting) leaf on the water

You can save 117... life flying (M-1).

(c) Number confusion. Occaflionally singulars were used for

plurals and plurals for singulars. He stab him in the feet (for foot)

(B-2), He got some leaf (for leaves). This could also be an inappropriate

use of some for a (M-2). The interpretation of stuff as, a plural evidently

accounts for He was gettina

(d) Use Of pronouns. A very

these stuff (B-2).

frequent error (43 ifiStances, see

Appendix B) was:theOmisson of the sublectTronoUn:H. (He) pinch the man

(B-K)., then (he) flew away (B-2), (He) picked

orange (M- K), '(It) stays in the water (M -K). Thebmission of the pronoun

appears to have been partiCularly freqUent in, response to questiOns in

which thepronoun was used; e.g. What did he do then? was answered13yH

picked an orange

The "dummy" pronoun it of the it is construction was omitted

several times: is nice to help people (M-3).

There were also several instances of the omission of object

pronouns: I don't know (it) in English (B-1), I say (it) like that (B-K;

possibly as result of, confusion of speak/say), y getting a leaf and

throwing (it) down the water (M-3) I like (it) when the ant helps the

bird (M-1).

Though the subject proncun was omitted in many cases, it was

also added quite frequently (24 instances,see Appendix B). In other

words, the subject pronoun seems to have been treated as if it were a

redundant element to be added 'or, omitted on an arbitrary basis: My_

brother he go to Mexico (B-K), The ant it help (B-K), The bird he save

him (B-1), He the robin threw a' leaf down (B-3), The man he came (M-3).

This status of the Subject,pronoun as a redundant element evidently

accounts for the rather'unuSual use of a pronoun in. anticipation of the



noun in the same sentence: He (referring to bird!) lookAd down because

the bird lived next to the river (1-3).

The confusion of pronouns (by number as well as gender) occurred

in several instances: e.g., ?) he can eat it (referring to apples) (B-1)

He put it (referring to teeth) on the man lea (M-K) He touch his feet

because it hurted it (M-2), The apple he fell on his head (B -3) , a

pinching the man so they (for he) won't kill the bird (B-3), I help Elm

little sister when he sick (B-2), He went (for it became) morning (B-3).

There was one instance of the use of me as a subject: Me ±Ormt,

it (B-2).

(e) Use of prepositions. The misuse or omission of prepositions

was the second most frequent of all the errors found see the section

"Some Statistical Comparisons" below). All non-English uses of preposi-

tions are discussed here, though some could be classified as affecting

verb usage rather Chan the preposition and noun phrase construction:

e.g. The ant was looking (at) somebody (M-K) could be said to represent

the incorrect use of a verb (to look at) rather than the omission of the

preposition preceding a noun phrase.

Other typical instances of the omission of prepositions were:

He came (to) the water (B-K), He went (to) his place (M-K), He live. (in)

his hole (M-1), He got (into) the hole (M-1), He pinched him (with) some

pliers (M-1), He put it down (on) the water (4-1), He look (for) the

cookies (M-3), (In) the beginning the ant came (B-3).

The confusion of prepositions was particularly frequent when an

indication of location or direction was involved: e.g., He fell down

from (for on, into?) the water (B-K), He walking to (for u2 to?) the man

(B-1), He throw it to (for into) the water (B-1), The man was hurting in

.(for on) his leg (B-2), The ant got into (for on) the leaf (M-K), He fell

on (for in) the water (M-K), He got II/ into (for on) his leg (M-2),

He 12. back to under (for in?) the hole (M-1).

Other instances of the confusion of prepositions were: e.g.,

Outside at (for of) school (B-2), The ant hissed on (for at) the bird

(M-2) He 2t on (for in) the hole (M-1), He looked to (for at) the man



. Verb, phrase.

(a) Omission o" T. -wine instances the verb was

simply because the Child did 'pt. know the verb denoting the action:

le(fe111)in-the :water (B-1):, He (went) where his :house was (B -2),

Hevent to (shoot?) a,bird (B-72).

There' were also a few instances ofomission of the verb to be in

which ignorance of the verb could not havebeenthe cause: He (is) in

the water'(13-1,Whenhe ..(iS)-siCk (B -2), He (was) :asleep (M-3), (These

omissions':Of to be are reminiscent of a similar phenomenon in Black

English [cf. Bartley & Politzer 1972, pp. 49ff.]. However, the Mexican-

American children in this study had probably had little if any contact

with speakers of Black English.)

(b) Use of progressive tense. There were three distinct errors

connected with the use of the progressive:

The omission of the form of be e.g., He Loirla (B-K), Then he

slipping off (B-3), He going to sleep (M-K), When the man shooting the

dove (M-3), The man came and shooting apples (M-3).

The replacement of the 7ing form by the simple form of the verb

e.g., Was walk he (B-1), The bird was 'shake his head (B-2), The man was

shoot the bird (M-K), They were all play together (M-2).

The substitution of the progressive form when it would normally

not beexpected in Englishespecialy its use instead of the simple past

e.g., Then the man shooting (shet With a (13:72), 'After he was shooting

apples, he went back '(B-2),:Then'he pnchngichethe d?) the man s'feet

(B -1), Then the leaf was going (went) floating (13-2) .The man came and

shooting (and shotHat) apples (M-3).

Some instances of the third type of error can probably be: explained:

by the fact that the child recalled the action of the movie and was describ-

ing it vividly as though it was taking place in the present.

(c) Agreement of subjectandlverb.. Disagreement of 'Subject

verb person, number, -or tense occurred in,a few instances,

NuMber: The apples was comingAown '(141) The fishes that's in

water (M,71) The man were trying to shoot(B- 2) :Where all the 'cookies



Person:

Tense:

You be friends (M-1).

I didn't know what it is

Verb-and-vPrb construction.

This category includes all errors that occurred in the process of

producing constructions that can be described as the embedding of a noun-

and-verb construction in another noun-and-verb construction: e.g., I go.

and I play result in I 22 to play. Two main categories of this type of

construction can be differentiated: those in which the two noun-and-verb

constructions have identical subjects and those in which they have differ-

ent subjects.

One of the frequent errors (19 instances, see Appendix B)

identical H and the different - subject construction was the omission Of to

before the second verb: Ha wanted

The man wanted kill him (M-K).

An interesting that occurred. several times was the attaChMent

of the past marker to the dependent verb: He went outside, to looked

more (B-3), The bird came got (for to get) a leaf (B -2), He was going to

fell (M-2). This phenomenon is similar to one reported for Black English

(see Bartley & Politzer, 1972, p. 73), though there is no reason to

any direct influence of Black English.

Some examples for the omission of to in the verb-and-verb construction

different subjects are He got the quarter za around (M-1); I see

(for I saw) a bird got the leaf (M-K) .

Word order.

kfairly

usually with

characteristic error was the anticipation

repetition of the object as pronoun; see discussion of

The manH,(obj0 he ipinthedjaM:(B73), The bird (obj.)

it (1i3)'; Then',the bird (obj4::he f6Und(B3 ) , AJedf

That the mandato subj ect7verb-object word 'order ofEngliSh is a

problem for::aome of the children became obvious frot.theomment of a third

::grader who overtly corrected, his own word-order mistake:: ant:helped

the bird -.--Lmean: The bird helped the ant (B3).,



examples of other errors involving word order are the following:
The ant with a leaf he came (B-3), Because did it really hurt (M-K),
Then he it broke (M-2), Legs_ theh are fine (B-3) The bird was two time
there (M-1)

Instances r which adjectival modifiers were placed after the noun
were rare: A bird a little pink came (B-3), He put it inside his house

little round (K-1).

Some

little

Some transformations.

This category includes errors connected with five types of construc-
tions: the :passive, the negative, questions, there constructions, and
subordinate clauses.

Passive transformation. Few instances of the use of the
passive occurred. Got was used for the formation of a passive in one
instance: The bird got saved (for was saved) (M-3).

(b) Negative transformation. Several types of errors occurred
in connection with negative constructions. One was ale formation of the

negative with no or not without the auxiliary do: I know no more (B-K)
He no go in hole (B-K), He not catdh the bird (B-K), He not play anymore
(M-1), No help him (M-K), No guess? (M-1).

The above construction seems to have been restricted to the lower

grades (K, and 1). In the upper gradr the more typical nonstandard nega-
tive constructions were the use of ain't and the so-called multiple negation:
It ain't good to be beating It people (B-2), It ain't nice to kill birds
(M-2), But that way (M-2) , They won't have no fun (M -2), They,'won t

be :friends no more (152)-. ,:sOme other interesting, negative constructions
were: He didn't do something (B-1), That's who (for why?) (M-2), They

should killnot birds (for should not kill) (4-2), and they didn't fell
(for fall) (M-2. compare with was going to fell, etc., above).

(c) 1.,stion transformation. There were very few questions in
the children's responses. In two instances the auxiliary was not used in

question: How the story helps? (B-1), No guess? (for
,.an 't you or don't you: guess?)



(d) There transformation. Only a few instances occurred:

In one is was used instead of are: There is these hole (B-1). In one

instance there was omitted: Is one bird (B-1). And in another it was

was used instead of there were It was round things (H-1).

Subordinate clause transformation. In general comparatively

few subordinate clauses-were used and those that were introduced by

because, when, and the like did not present any particular problems as

such. Several of the children, however, attempted to form clauses of

purpose--sometimes in response to the question why?--and came up with

constructions other than the standard English so that he would, so that

he could: So he don't kill, the bird (B-K), So he be safe (B-K), So, not

catch the bird .(for,sothe man would not catch the bird) -(B-K)', So he

don't kill the little bird (for.so he'.-WOuldn't '(B -2), For he
. ,

wouldn't drown (for. so that he wouldn't) (B -2), He'got: something' fOr

don't kill the bird ,(for:;so,that,the bird wouldn't he killed) (M-K),

For the ant could EL out (for so that the ant could ;get out) (1A-1).

Vocabulary

Three broad categories of vocabulary errors can be distinguished:

some errors are due to confusion brought about by the signifiers (the

sounds) of words; some can be described as the inappropriate selection

of vocabulary fora grammatiCal construction; a large number are due to

some sort of meaning, confusion in which a word resembling the required

word in meaning is substituted for it. The exact borderlines between

these categories--especially between the second and third categories--

is not always easy to draw.

Errors due to the signifier.

(a) Intrusion of Spanish. Outright intrusions of Spanish into

English discourse were rare: One child said: He no lo mata (B-1).

Another evidently coined a new English word, probably on the basis of

Spanish: He (the bird) vel yly. (for flew away, vel from Spanish volar?).

(b) Errors due to phonetic similarities between Spanish and

English. One child created the word parablem (for 2roblem) (B-1) .
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Another used have or habe

English have): I haveSpanish'(B 717.).

[haa'5] in the meaning speak (Spanish hablar=

In another instance gain was used

in the sense of win (Spanish ganar=English

all the marbles! (M-1).

rain): Let's keep gaining

(6) Phonetic similarity within English. He was trying to kid

(for kill) lin (M-K), He flew (for threw) a leaf down (M-1). Both of

these instances apparently involved amishearing and mispronunciation

an English phonemic contrast. A misinterpretation of an English word is

involved in batfly (for butterfly) (M-2).

A very frequent error was the use of cause for because (perhaps

simply as the result, of confusion between the two words, or perhaps owing

to the influence of the Spanish causa, or perhaps simply because of

general tendency among children to drop the semantically puzzling be

morpheme).

of

reasons

(d) :-New creations. Occasionaliy a child created a new word for.

that are not always too clear-. Theword treechers (for tweezers ?)

(M-2) is one example. Another is_drOwnding: He was drownding (Probably

drowning) (M3). At times the: meaning,'of the new creation remains:

-Opaque: ,,we shall probablY never know what'was in the mind of the first

grader who answered the question What happened next? with.9111, it was like

a boon/bun/ (B-K) '(balloon,doesn't seem to fit).

2. Selection of inappropriate word.

This category includes errors that can be described as the selection

of inappropriate vocabulary in a grammatically correct construction.

(a) Inappropriate words but correct word class. :Some examOles

SO he don't get ',( for become) deadH(B-K), He fixed it (for put,it?)

together (B -1)', 'got (for became) morning (B -2), They won't help to -,

gether.:.(for eectLothet)(M-2); He went: morning (far itbetame) morning
(B -3)

are':

h'A'rather frequent error was the use 'of `back in the sense of in

return or in turn or again: He found something back (perhaps on the

analOgy of give back) '072), If .yOu'he10,. they will help.you back (B -2),

He built it back (B-3), He fixed it back together (4-1).
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(b) Inappropriate words and incorrect word class. Some examples

Hare: The ant has an open (open used as a noun; for hole) .(1371), He-kol;in,

thia going (p4r4g used as a noun', fOr Way)(B-1), We can be friends:a lot

(Fi3):,- The rockswere kind of circle - -He foUnd the circle thing (circle.

used-as an adjective meaning round) (M-1).

. Semantic confusion.

(a) Semantic confusion clearl due, to S anish influence. The

most obvious example in ,this' category was the use of was for went (Spanish,

fud = English was and English went): 'Then the little, AnOiaS (for went)

home(M72), The little ant' was (for, went) to help (B-2). Instances Of

confusion between !az and speak were probably also due to Spanish influence

(English say, tell speak = Spanish hablar decir): e.g., Say like

(for I say it like that or I speak like that) (B-K).

(b) General semantic confusion. A large number of instances of

semantic confusion, however, cannot directly be traced to Spanish influence.

In some instances the children seemed,to know some but not all of the

semantic characteristics or features of certain words and thus used them

inappropriately (see category '2 "Selection of inappropriate word").

Note for instance, how movement and motion were expressed by'

inappropriate words in the following instances: The apple22 (for fell)

on his head (B-1), The circle went (for fell) in the hole (B-1), Something

.got (for fell) on his head (B-1), The apple were shooting (for falling?)

on him (B-2) He went 122 (for got up, climbed up) on the leaf (B-2), The

little snail came (for got, climbed ul) on him (B-3), It (the ant) came

on it (for 22t up on it) (M-K), The apple got (for fell) on his head (M-1),

The man came (for went) home (M-1), Then he went (for fell) into the water

(M-3).

In some instances ignorance of the word expressing the required

concept seems to have prompted the substitution of another word that has

some similarity to the right one: The hunter was throwing bullets (B-2),

He >bite (for stuck) the man with his pin (M-1) , He kill the man's leg.

(for He pinched the man's leg, evidently on the basis that both pinching

and killing have negative results for the receiver of the action) (M-2).



lowever,another:Child solved the problem created by ignorance of the

required word by using the colorless "verb do: He:'did it in the hunter'sH

leg (B-3).

Some Statistical Comparisons

A total of 1,055 errors counted, in the responses of the children

Of.these, 525 were made by children from the bilingual

school, and` 530 by children from the monolingual school. The two most

frequent categories of errors were (a) the wrong use of the simple past

tense (either the.morphologically wrong form or the substitution of a

perfective progressive or a perfect) and (b) the wrong use or omission of

prepositions before noun phrases. The first of these categories accounted
for 541 errors, Or slightly over 51 percent of the total errors, and the

second category accounted for 103, or slightly under 10 percent of the
total.

In order to make comparisons by grade, sex, and school, correct uses
of the siMple past tense, and of preposition's before noun phraSes were

,counted and presented as percentages-of tetaIuses

Table 1 and Figure I show the percentage of correct uses Of the

simple past tense. In interpreting the statistics one must keep in mind

that differences in percentages of correct uses can be influenced by

comparatively few individuals. In other words, "significant" differences

in percentages cannot necessarily be interpreted to,imply significant

differences due to the independent variables (school, sex, grade). Still,

the tables and graphs make it quite clear that (a) there was a sharp in-

crease in correct use from grade to grade; (b) that with the possible

exception of the better performance of first-grade females in the mono-

lingual school, there was little difference in performance between male

and female pupils; and (c) that the pattern of growth and the third-grade

performance was the same for both school's.

The correct and incorrect uses-of the simple past tense were also

examined from the strictly morphological point of view in prder to deter-

mine whether irregular past tenses presented more of a problem than those,

formed regularly by the addition of -ed / t, -d; d/ this particular
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TABLE 1

Corl'ect and Incorrect Uses of Simple Past
Tense, by Typo of oy Sex

Grade

Bilingual School Monolingual School

Percent Percent
lreot Incorrect Correct Correct Incorrect Correct

Male 31 33 48%
Female 12 25 33% 13 33 28%
Total 12 25 33% 44 66 44%

Male 34 57 37% 61 98 35%
Female 22 16 58% 62 16 79%

Total 56 73 43% 123 114 52%

Male 91 38 71% 72 31 .70%
Female lal 46 67% 79 37 68%
Total 192 84 69% 151 68 69%

Male 157 29 842 134 36 79%
Female 75 35 68% 74 11 87%

Total 232 64 78% 208 47- 82%

Male Female

Grade Correct :Incorrect.

Percent
COrreCt: , Correct Incorrect

,Percent
Correct

31 33 48% 25 58 30%

1 95 155 38%' 84 32 73%

2 163 69 70%- 180 83 68%

291 65 827 148 46 76%



: Bilingual aool lb: Monolingual School

Male Male

Grade

Fig. 1. Percentage of correct uses of simple past tense.



lc: Bilingual School



count errors not due to morphological factors

the past progressive for the simple past) were not

reason the total number of errors in Table 2 is not identical with the

total number in Table 1. Table 2 and.Figure 2 clearly indicate that in

both schools and at all levels the irregular past tenses were used cor-

rectly more often than the regular ones. Evidently one of the basic

causes of the errors relating to the morphology of the past tanse is the

phonological problem of interpreting and pronouncing the final consonant

clusters created by the addition of the -ed /-t, ad/.

TABiE 2

Correct 'and Incorrect Uses of Regular and
Irregular Past Tenses, by Type of School,

Grade

Bilingual School

Irregular PastRegular Past

Correct Incorrect
Perdent
Correct Correct Incorrect

K 1'. 1 6 14% 11 13

1 19 34% 46 47

2 46 44 51% 146 31

3 ;54 22 71% 178 31

Percent
Correct.

46%

49%

82%

85%

Monolingual 'School

Regular Past Irregular PaSt

Grade , CorreCt.

K' 6

1 17

2 47

3 47

Incorrect

120

19

25

14

Percent,
Correct Correct

,

Incorrect'
Percent,
Correct

24% 38 33 54%

47% 106 631 63%

6.3% 104 31 , 77%

77% 161 23 88%
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t Bilingual SChOol ' 2 : Monolingual School

Regular Past Tense Regular:Past Tense

100

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

jrregular Past Tense

100

90

/
.70

/.

60

50

40'

,30

20

10, 10

0

Grade

0

Jrregular Past Tense

A
90

/

1

3

Fig. . Percentage of correct uses of regular and irregular past tenses.



It, is also noteworthy that in the first language acquisition of English

by monolingual .English 'children, the irregular past tenses like went,

broke, came, etc., are ,generally used correctly in the initial 'stages of

learning, 'evidently because they are acquired as separate vocabulary

items (c .f. Slobin, 1971,'p. 49).

Table 3 and Figure 3 show the.percentage of correct uses of preposi-

tions before noun phrases. Again, it is quite obvious that.with the

poSSible :exception of the superior performance of females over males in

the 'early grades, there was no significant difference In overall perform-

ance eitherbetWeenmales'and females or between schools Certainly for

third-grade students'the percentages of .,correct uses 'either by males and'

females (92%;94%):,or by children from the bilingual and children from

the monolingual school, (91%, 95%) do not differ significantly from one

another. Again,.there are also'obvious increases of correct usage from

: grade to grade.

'TABLE 3

Correct'and,Incorrecr Uses of Prepositions

Grade

Bilingual School Monolingual School

Correct 'Incorrect
Percent,:
Correct

,

Correct
, Percent

Incorrect Correct'

I(' 'Male -
, 12 14 46%

Female
Total

6.

6

2 ,

2

7.5%,

75%.

., 16
28

8

22

67%
56%

1 ,Male' 21 8 73% , 63 17 79%'
Female 17' 2 89% .18 . :4 82%
,Total

, 38 10' 79% 81 , 21 79%

2 Male, 55 8 87%' ' 45 10. .82%.:
Female 39 H 10 7970 H 34 .6 85%
Total 94 18 84% ', 79 16 '84%

3 Male 67 92% 55' 3 94%
Female
Total

'36 .

103
.' 3

.

10
'92%

91% ,

251'

80,

, 1

'4

96%,
95%
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A,final comparison of freqUency of errors was undertaken in terms of
nuMber of errors by number of words. The results of this comparison are
presented in Table 4 and Figure 4. The main differences betweenmales
and females in error rate were the better performance of males (i.e.,
lower error rate) at the kindergarten level and the worse performance of
males (higher error rate) at the first-grade level. That the kindergarten

TABLE 4

Number of Errors per 100 Words, by Type of School and by Sex

Grade

Male
Female
Total

Male
Female

Total

Male
Female

Total

Male
Female

Total

Bilingual School Monolirigual School

No of No of Errors/100
Errors Words Words

No of
Errors

No. of
Words

Errors/100
Words

5 98 4.7 35 678 5.2
68 805 8.4 32 565 5.7
73 903 8.1 67 1243 5.5

103 1225 8.4 167 1939 8.6
37 530 7.0 44 862 5.1

140 1755 8.0 211 2801 7.5

102 1931 5.3 76 1257 6.0
81 1292 6.2 82 1264 6.5

1133 3223 5.7 158 2521 6.3
61 1915 3.2 76 1665 4.6
68 1072 1.3 18 674 2.7
129 2987 4.3 94 2339 4.0

Males FeMales

No. of No. of Errors/100 No. of No. of Errors/100
Grade Errors Words Wcrds Errors Words Words

40 776 -5.2 100 1370 7.0

270 3164 8.5 81 1392 5.8

2 178 3108 163 2556 6.4

137 3580 3.8 86 1746 5.0
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4a: Bilingual School.

Male

Female

10 10

9 - 9.

8 8 -

7 7 -

----
6

5 5

4 4

3 3

2 2

1

0

1

0

4b: Monolingual School

Male

Female

4 : Bilingual and Monolingual School 4d: Male and Female

Bilingual School

Monolingual:School

Male

per 100,words.,
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males performed better than the kindergarten females may be. largely due

to the fact that they responded in, extremely short sentences that often

consisted of only a single word: That is, their comparatively low number

of errors by number of words seem to be the result of their having used

very few words, thus creating fevalv-r opportunities for error.

There is an obvious tendency for the number of errurs to diminish

from the first to the second to the third year. As far as any differences

between the monolingual and the bilingual school are concerned, the

monolingual school has an edge over the bilingual in kindergarten and

after that the differences diminish. The overall error rates for children

in their third year (4.3, 4.00) do not differ significantly. All of the

error analyses undertaken thus lead to the same conclusion: The English-

language performance of the third-year Mexican-American children who

attend the bilingual school was'not significantly different from that of

the third-year Mexican-American children who attend the monolingual school.

Causes of Errors

Discussion

To pin down the precise cause of an error inevitably involve's some

guessing about underlying psychological processes, as was pointed out in

a recent analysis of errors committed by. Spanish speaking children learn-

ing English (Dulay & Burt, 1972). For the responses examined in this

study, several possible causes of errors must be Considered.

1. Interlingual errors: Interference coming from Spanish.

2. Intralingual errors: (a) ConfOplon arising 7within English" as

the result of:misinterpretations-Of English grammatical rules.

(b) Developmental errors: i.e., errors arising owing to the fact that

Children learning English as their second language may go through devel-

opmental stages similar to those characteristic for children learning

Engli3h as their first language.

3. Errors due to the intrusion of nonstandard English dialects.

not alwaysTo make clearcut distinctions between the above categories is

easy. Categories 2(a) and 2(b) are practically identical, the only
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difference being that in category 2(b) tl misinterpretation of a grammat-

ical rule is seen as part of a developmental process, whereas in category

2(a) it is seen as a result of ignorance. Even the boundary between

category 1 and category :2 is often difficult to draw. Certainly we can

attribute an error like he speak for he speaks to the "overextension" of

a form within English (e.g., Hichards, 1971b) or to the learner's tendency

to eliminate redundancy (e.g., George, 1972). within English. We can still

wonder whether the error would have occurred if English and the learner's

native language were totally isomorphic language systems. Furthermore, we

also need to consider the possibility that errors may have multiple causes

In other words, the causes of errors assumed in categories 1, 2, and 3

may all be present simultaneously and may reinforce each other's effects.

The problematic nature of error categorization is illustrated in the

following example. In the formation of the negative, an expression like

He not catch the bird can be ascribed to Spanish influence; but it also

has a striking similarity to the type of negation that appears first in

children. 's speech (see, e.g., McNeill, 1970, pp. 81ff) . They won't have

no fun looks like a negation common in nonstandard English dialect, but

it could also be attributed to the influence of the Spanish negative

.g., no - ningdn; no - amA). Furthermore, it could be a developmental

error: in a language with negative quantifiers like nothing or nobody,

the multiple negative can be interpreted as 'a simplification occurring in

a child's language (e.g., Kiparski, 1968). Only in a case like it ain't

good is the source of the error perfectly clear. Here we obviously are

not dealing with an error at all--if by error we mean failure to observe

a systematic rule--but with the "regular" form of a nonstandard English

It seems safe to say, then, that the intrusion of Spanish, though

certainly not the only cause of error, plays a considerable role. Spanish

influence seems to be, the major cause of error or at least one of the

major causes of error, in the following examples: the use of the simple

verb form for the past tense of regular verbs (evidently due to phon.ilog-

ical misinterpretation of final consonant clusters), nominalization by

using the infinitive rathem.thaihe lerund, uncertainty in the use of
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subjealt r ouns, .the use of redundant object pronouns, the use of the

ticle :7r the .possessive, confus:Fon in the use of prepositions

(especiall,,H in thy..; use of in, on, etc.), uncertainty in the use of to in

verb + vet cons=actions, confusion in word, order (object-subject-verb

constr=ctl,,74. (Pocabulary errors that seem quite obviously caused by

Spanish, izatiLuencelfrave been mentioned before.)

Bat many Erors can be attributed to Spanish influence, certainly

not them cam. Undoubtedly some are dharacterisric of the speech

of your children in general (see Hatch, 1972). Among such errors are,

most likely, the use of a for an, the incorrect irregular past tenses,

number .confusions, incorrect pronoun agreements, the omission of verbs,

and subject-verb disagreements.

In several cases we can only speculate about the possible causes of

errors. The absence of the possessive case- marker, the absence 0.the

third7persOn marker, and the omission offormS,of to be are

istics:of Black English. In the responses gathered in this

appeared frequently enough that they cannot be dismissed as

Cperformande" errors rather than '!Competence" errors). At

the MexicanAmeritan children used as subjects in this study

little exposure to Black English.

structions are

all character-

study they

accidental

the same time,

had had very

Apparently the above-mentioned con-

the result of general tendenCieS toward SiMplification in

areas of pOsSible redundancy (see

Other similariieswith Black English, like the already mentioned

attachment of the past marker to the dependentverb and the use of several

George, 1972).

negative markers in the same sentence are probably also acci6ental. We

should also emphasize that within the context of this study such

may be considered errors in the sense that they represent stages

acquisition of English by bilingual children. They are probably

of a stable linguistic system used by the community in which the

live.

The Monolingual and the Bilingual School' Compared

phenomena

in the

not part

children

min result of-our:Comparison b:etwn the monolingual and.the-

bilimgcraLschoo2., is negative but nevertheles'qUite ..important:'' the spoken:

Engl9Fsh-,.n E;.Mexiiian-American children who ,.hart spent approximately three
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years in a bilingual program was no worse :_than that of comparable Mexican7

American children who had ppent about three. years in:a monolingual program.

A separate study (Politzer & Ramirez, forthcoming) has demonstrated that

bilingual education and the use of Spanish in school had some positive

effects on Mexican-American children's attitude toward Spanish and their

Mexican-American background. This study indicates that there is no reason

to fear that these positive effects may have been achieved at the expense

of the children's progress in learning spoken English.
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APPENDIX A

Schedule of Instructions

(Each interview will be conducted immediately after the child has seen
the film.)

1. After a brief conversation to put the child at ease, turn the recorder

on.

Record the child's code number on the tape, so that his speech sample

can be identified.

3. Ask the child to tell in his own words the story of the ant and the

dove.

4. When he has finished telling the story, ask the child: 'Does the

story tell you that if
you help someone they will help you?" If his

answer is Is say: "W'ay do you think so?" If his answer is no,

say: "Why don't you think so?"
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APPENDIX B

Distribution of Some Frequent Error

Types by School azd Grade

=2...

Bilingual Monolingual

Omission of subject.

pronoun in 344erson 12

Addition of subject

pronoun in 3d persdn

SUbstitution of

"e." for "ae.

23 11

Total

for both

Total' Schools

20 43

Omission of article

Omission of final

in 3d person

Omission of "to'

before verb


